
 2 

YEAR WARRANTY / ALL MODELS 

WARRANTY 

of this warranty will include any product failures due to: 

Transportation expenses for warranty services are excluded from this warranty. This includes any charges incurred in       

transporting the EV or component of to and from an Authorized Alpha EV Dealer for service or in performing field service are 

Also excluded from any Alpha EV warranty are all fuses, decals (Except Safety Decals), light bulbs, lubricants, trim pieces, 

seats, and routine wear items such as the charger cord, plug and receptacle, brake pads / shoes, bushings, mats and pads, 

maintenance adjustments, cosmetic deterioration, and items which deteriorate of fail due to exposure of normal wear and 

Operate and maintain the Alpha EV and associated components as specified in the Owner’s & Operator’s Manual. 

Give notice to an authorized Alpha EV Dealer of any and all apparent defects within 7 days (One Week) after discovery. 
During this time the vehicle / components must be made  available to an Authorized Alpha EV Dealer for inspection,  

Alpha EV makes no additional expressed or implied warranty of any kind. All implied or expressed warranties outside of this 

document are hereby disclaimed by Alpha EV and excluded from this warranty. 

This and any other warranty shall be void if the vehicle is abused or used in an unintended manner or shows indications that it 

has been altered in any way, including, but not limited to, modification of  the factory speed setting, tire diameters, braking 

system, steering, transaxle, or other operating system of the car causing it to perform outside of Alpha EV Specifications.  

The warranty is likewise void if the vehicle involved shows indications that reasonable or necessary maintenance as outlined 

s Manual was not performed at the time and in the manner specified in such manuals. 

* Some states allow neither limitation on the duration of an implied warranty, nor exclusions or limitations of incidental or 

consequential damages. Therefore the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. 

WARRANTY

LIMITED 2-YEAR WARRANTY / ALL MODELS

ALPHA EV hereby warrants  to the original purchaser of a new Model Alpha EV Vehicle, purchased from an Authorized Alpha 

EV Dealer in the United States, will be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a 

period of Two-Years. Enactment of this Limited Warranty starts from the purchase date and is subject to the provisions,    

limitations and exclusions contained in this Limited Warranty. 

 

*** Commercial usage of your ALPHA EV, which is not limited to Rentals & Leasing reduces this Warranty Statement to a 

period of One-Year. All General Exclusions apply. *** 

 

During the Warranty Period an Authorized Alpha EV Distributor, Dealer or approved Service Agent of Alpha EV will, free of 

charge, replace or repair, at Alpha EV’s option, any part that is judged defective by Alpha EV due to faulty workmanship or 

materials from the factory. Parts used in these warranty repairs will be warranted for the balance of the original warranty 

period. All parts replaced under warranty will be property of Alpha EV.

 

General Exclusions of this warranty will include any product failures due to:

1. Improper use. 

2. Abuse or neglect such as overcharging, undercharging, improper battery fluid level maintenance, loose wiring or rusted 

and corroded hardware. 

3. Excessive operation of the battery in an undercharged condition (Below half charge 

4. Lack of proper maintenance as described in the Vehicle’s Owner

5. Normal wear and tear, neglect, abuse, lack of proper maintenance and use not in conjunction to the Owner

Operator’s Manual. 

6. Accident or Collision Damage. 

7. Installation of parts & components that are not Original Equipment.

8. Fading, rust or deterioration due to exposure outside of normal wear and tear.

9. Modifications to the vehicle that is outside of the Original Equipment offered. These may affect the condition, operation, 

performance and durability of the vehicle in a negative fashion.

10. Damage due to improper transportation. 

11. Acts of God such as Hurricanes, tornadoes, lightning, hail damage, flooding, fire, etc.

12. Semiconductor parts such as diodes, fuses, etc. which are vulnerable to electrical overloads (Including lightning strikes)

 

Specifications, Information & Features of the Warranty Statement may change without notice


